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ACT 1

Intro

Open the curtain to a dark stage. We hear the

sound of a spotlight clicking on, as it does

exactly that. There is a bit of a pause as a young

man, BLAKE shuffles out into the center of the

spotlight. It promptly moves, and he follows it.

He clears his throat and begins to speak.

BLAKE

I turned 18 not long ago. I turned 18, and it truly set

me thinking. Thinking of what I wanted to do with my

life, who I wanted to be... Whether I wanted to go to

university or work, or if I should smoke cigarettes, or

drink, vote liberal or conservative; my mind had all at

once became flooded with possibilities, and I

collapsed. I became stagnant, life became routine. But,

I was comfortable. Earning minimum wage. Living in my

parent’s basement. Now being 18, of course, I also

became a legal adult, and was allowed work night shifts

at the department store at which I worked. What you’re

about to see is the story of the first night I did so,

New Years Eve of 2012. It is a story of the the

crossroads between two years; the crossroads between

adolescence and adulthood; the crossroads between

remaining comfortable in the ruts in which we live and

evolving as human beings. Ladies and gentlemen,

Nightshift.

Blake walks offstage, and the stage is set for the

first segment.

Manager Rob is giving Blake some brief

instructions before the shift begins.

ROB

Don’t worry too much about it. We only had about 50,000

dollars worth of stolen merchandise last year, only

about half of which was actual armed robbery. Although

most of that was at night...

BLAKE

Okay. I’ll be okay, you can--

ROB

And the guy you replaced could vouch for that... If he

wasn’t... You know...

Rob does the sign of the cross.
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ROB

Bless his soul. If they want to steal anything, at this

point, just let them. Basically, there’s a fifty fifty

chance they could shoot and kill you if you test it.

There’s a long awkward pause. Blake looks scared

out of his pants, whereas Rob is cheery. Rob gives

him a big slap on the back.

ROB

Good luck, be back in the morning!

Rob walks out. Blake looks very freaked out for a

second.

BLAKE

Christ.

He leans up on his hands, and the lights dim

slightly. He falls asleep.

A rather crazy haired, hipster looking, doesn’t

shower enough fellow non-chalantly walks in stage

left. He is walking rather briskly until he sees

that, yet again, Blake has fallen asleep. He sets

down whatever he is carrying, very gently. Walks

up slowly to Blake. Pauses. Very quickly slaps him

across the face.

BLAKE

HOLY HELL.

The man, Edgar, introduces himself, holding out

his hand.

EDGAR

Edgar. Hi. The radio helps with the sleeping thing for

the first few night shifts.

Edgar walks over to the radio and flips it on. El

Scorcho by Weezer begins to play. Edgar gets

excited.

EDGAR

This is my favorite... You a Weezer fan?

BLAKE

I’ve listened to them before, I’m just not a HUGE fan,

but--

The first lyrics of the song start to play, and

Edgar loudly sings along.

(CONTINUED)
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EDGAR

GODDAMN YOU HALF JAPANESE GIRLS; DO IT TO ME EVERY

TIME; OH THE RED HEAD SAID YOU SHRED THE CELLO; AND I’M

JELLO BABY!!!

BLAKE

Thank you for that wonderful musical interlude.

EDGAR

Thanks. It really is a fantastic song, off of a

fantastic album.

Blake shrugs. Edgar makes his way to the counter,

pulling his car keys out of his pocket. For the

record, Edgar sounds like he is constantly trying

to impress people. After El Scorcho has finished

playing, begin to lightly play Joe Jackson in the

background.

EDGAR

Catch.

BLAKE

What kinda car?

EDGAR

Dodge Charger, babe.

Blake looks amazed.

BLAKE

How do you afford a Charger working here?

EDGAR

You just gotta go out and buy it.

BLAKE

My parents would kill me if I did that.

A customer walks in, and starts flipping through

DVD’s.

EDGAR

You still live with your parents? How old are you

anyway?

BLAKE

Turned 18 a few weeks ago.

EDGAR

And you’re still at home? My parents only had one rule

for me, something along the lines of "When you’re 18,

you’re out".

(CONTINUED)
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BLAKE

Harsh. I’m the youngest out of about 6 kids, so my

parents really don’t care anymore.

EDGAR

ABOUT 6 kids? What do you mean, about?

BLAKE

Figure of speech, I guess. But whatever. It’s home.

EGDAR

This town is HOME for you? That would perfectly explain

why you’re such a loser.

BLAKE

What about you, asshole?

EDGAR

That’s different. Firstly, I live here, I don’t call it

home. There’s a difference. Secondly, even I recognize

the fact that I’m an asshole and a loser, it’s just

that that isn’t the reason.

BLAKE

What’s your excuse then?

EDGAR

Meh. It makes life more fun.

Edgar goes to turn away, but then decides that he

has something else to say. The customer is slowly

looking more and more intrigued, and gradually

drifting into the conversation.

EDGAR

And even if your parents would kill you, figuratively

of course, why would you let that stop you? You’re 18,

you can do you want now, you’re an adult.

BLAKE

Just cause I can doesn’t mean I should though. I mean,

I could doesn’t mean I should. For example, I could

punch you in the face right now, but that doesn’t mean

I should.

EDGAR

But you don’t want to, do you?

BLAKE

Yes, actually, I really do.

(CONTINUED)
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CUSTOMER

Excuse me, am I mistaken, or were you talking about the

dilemma of not being able to act on your impulses?

EDGAR

I’d call it a lack of balls more than anything.

CUSTOMER

Well, the best way around that is to simply get someone

less inhibited to accomplish these goals for you.

Blake and Edgar look puzzled.

CUSTOMER

Here. For example.

The customer winds up and punches Edgar in the

nose, with a somewhat wild haymaker.

EDGAR

Holy shit! He... He punched me in the nose!

There is a moment of stunned silence. The customer

promptly places his DVD on the counter.

CUSTOMER 2

Just this.

Blake and Edgar stare vacantly at him.

CUSTOMER 2

The DVD?

Edgar flips out.

EDGAR

I’m gonna kill you!

Edgar leaps in the counter and chases the customer

off stage. Blake looks quite annoyed and confused.

He directs the following monologue towards the

audience.

BLAKE

How did I deserve this? I did not come to a night shift

to have some kind of moral referendum forced on me.

What do you do in this situation? When people are

giving you advice that you really never wanted to hear?

At this point, Edgar has returned, walking back

triumphantly.

(CONTINUED)
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EDGAR

Listen man. I don’t care if you want to listen to my

advice, but I wanna give it, cause, plain and simple,

I’m smarter than you. Largely cause you don’t listen to

Weezer.

BLAKE

Shut up about the Weezer already! They had two good

albums, the rest of their music sucks!

There’s a long pause. Edgar begins a slow clap.

EDGAR

Good job. That was a test and you passed.

The customer pokes his head in the side of the

stage.

CUSTOMER

Can I pay for this now?

Edgar suddenly has another outburst, and Blake has

to contain him.

EDGAR

Hold me back, bro!

BLAKE

Shut up! Yea, sorry about that.

CUSTOMER

Just trying to be help out, neighbour.

BLAKE

Sure. 22. 81$.

Some cash changes hands, and the till pops open.

Blake puts the change into the till. While doing

so, he brushes the keys into the till as well.

BLAKE

2.19$ is your change. Have a good one.

Customer walks off. Edgar stares at Blake.

BLAKE

You should go home... You’re bleeding all over the

place, I don’t want to have to clean.

EDGAR

Yea... Toss me my keys, will you?

Blake reaches for Edgar’s keys which are, of

course, not there.

(CONTINUED)
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BLAKE

One second.

Blake ducks his head beneath the counter. Edgar

looks rather puzzled.

EDGAR

Blake?

Blake pops back up.

BLAKE

Okay. Here’s the thing. Your keys are very safe.

EDGAR

What?

BLAKE

Well, I believe that they’re in the till.

Edgar looks very angry and starts walking towards

the till.

EDGAR

And how exactly did that happen?

BLAKE

I may have brushed them in when the last guy payed for

his stuff.

Edgar is now directly in front of Blake. There is

a moment where the audience can feel the threat of

violence from Edgar. Finally, he resolves it by

slapping Blake on the head.

BLAKE

What was that for?

EDGAR

You locked the keys for my brand new car in the till!

You have any cash on you?

BLAKE

Well, not the cost of the car, no!

EDGAR

To buy something to open the till, idiot.

BLAKE

Ummm... I have 53 cents.

(CONTINUED)
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EDGAR

Tell me, do we have any 53 cent movies? Also tell me,

do you like being stupid? Jesus...

A customer walks in. Edgar is starting to get a

little panicky.

EDGAR

Hey, are you gonna be paying cash for anything?

CUSTOMER

Nah, I’m just browsing actually.

EDGAR

But everybody needs something, and I guarantee you can

buy it here.

BLAKE

Using cash!

CUSTOMER

I really don’t need anything.

Edgar looks pissed.

EDGAR

Well there guy, I’ll tell you something. We sell

something that everybody needs.

CUSTOMER

Try me.

Edgar gestures for Blake to find something that

every man needs. Blake starts running. Edgar

stalls while Blake finds something.

EDGAR

Well, I truly believe that every upstanding gentlemen

in this modern day society needs--

Blake hands him a CD.

EDGAR

A copy of possibly the finest album to come out this

past year, A Boney M Christmas--

(To Blake)

What the hell?

He slaps Blake, who looks annoyed and in pain.

EDGAR

A good CD!

(CONTINUED)
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Blake shrugs. Edgar turns back to the customer.

EDGAR

Okay, admittedly, its a piece of crap CD. But I

guarantee that this CD will be better than the movie I

watched last night.

BLAKE

Oh, what movie did you watch?

EDGAR

The Return of Sharktopus.

BLAKE

Shouldn’t be hard.

CUSTOMER

Hey there man. I watched Return of Sharktopus, and

guess what? I loved it. So this CD better be pretty

damn good.

Long pause.

EDGAR

Okay, well it’s actually very horrible. But you can

play it for all of your friends and make fun of it and

feel superiour.

CUSTOMER

But that would require me to use my critical faculties,

which, representing a cross-section of consumers, I

don’t use the majority of the time.

Blake looks at Edgar.

BLAKE

Hence the Sharktopus.

EDGAR

Exactly. I bet he liked the Expendables too. But it’s

disco, it shouldn’t require too much effort to make fun

of.

Long pause.

CUSTOMER

Fine...

Edgar runs the transaction through.

EDGAR

Okay, total is 12.71... 15?

(CONTINUED)
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Customer hands Edgar 15$, upon which the till

opens and Edgar seizes his car keys, and slams the

till shut.

EDGAR

Oh thank god...

There is an awkward pause.

CUSTOMER

Uh... The change?

EDGAR

Oh, screw off already.

Customer walks off grumbling.

Edgar turns to Blake.

EDGAR

Social skills really aren’t high on my list of

priorities.

BLAKE

No shit.

EDGAR

In an evolutionary sense, the only reason we have them

is so that we can get what we want. So I just find the

best way to get what I want with what I got.

BLAKE

Ya, but that makes you an asshole.

EDGAR

But a realistic and reasonable asshole.

BLAKE

True.

EDGAR

Although, quite frankly, it does get in the way with

the whole "women" thing.

BLAKE

Yea, no kidding. I might be being naive here, but last

I checked, women weren’t into the whole asshole thing.

EDGAR

You got a girlfriend?

(CONTINUED)
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BLAKE

Nah...

EDGAR

You will. I however, probably won’t until at least my

mid-30’s. When I grow up a little.

BLAKE

Got some horror stories?

EDGAR

Better believe it.

Blake gestures for Edgar to continue.

EDGAR

Okay... Basically I was going through the McDonalds

drive thru.

BLAKE

Oh no... Not a drive-thru story...

EDGAR

I know, right? It’s already bad. So my friend tells me

that the girl working the drive-thru is pretty hot, so

I think "I’m gonna order the most goddamn impressive

meal of all time". So I pull up, order my 10-piece

supersized chicken McNugget meal, right?

BLAKE

Good choice. Barbecue dipping sauce?

EDGAR

Sweet and sour is the only way, idiot.

BLAKE

Right.

EDGAR

Anyway, I pay for my stuff, and pull up to the window

where you get your food. And I’m thinking of all these

awesome pick-up lines I could use like "It appears

there’s something missing on this receipt; your number"

or "does this rag smell like choloroform to you?" And I

pull up. And I freeze. So she hands me my nuggets, and

instead of any of the amazing things I could have said,

I just look at her and as loudly as I can, yell

"AAAAAAWWWWWWWEEEEEE YEEEEEEEEAAAAAAA". And then drove

away. In shame.

There is a long pause.

(CONTINUED)
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BLAKE

Wow.

Another long pause.

EDGAR

She called me the next day, we went out for supper.

BLAKE

How’d she even get your number?!

EDGAR

How should I know? Hey, wanna learn how to steal things

from here?

BLAKE

Ummm... Sure?

EDGAR

Basically, you see that back corner?

BLAKE

Yea.

They walk over to the back corner.

EDGAR

There’s always a bunch of ripped open packages here.

Basically, you find what you wanna steal, take it back

here, then rip open the package, and stuff whatever it

is you’re stealing in your jacket. Cause it’s the

packages that are EAS tagged, not the actual product.

BLAKE

EAS?

EDGAR

Electronic Article Surveillance. They’re the things

that beep at the door. The other option is just to

stick them right in front of your crotch and make the

security people VERY curious.

BLAKE

Spent a long time on this, have you?

EDGAR

Ya. I have. Cause obviously, it’s easy to steal things.

But what I do is find a way to steal them which can

realistically fulfill my goal of not getting arrested.

BLAKE

What do you mean?

(CONTINUED)
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EDGAR

You gotta be sneaky, man.

Long pause.

EDGAR

Like a snake.

Mary, a young woman who is an employee at the

store walks in.

EDGAR

Hey, I was just telling the new guy how I’m sneaky.

MARY

Like a snake?

EDGAR

Exactly.

MARY

Listen noob, piece of advice; don’t stare at a girl’s

nametag for more than 5 consecutive seconds. Doesn’t

look good.

EDGAR

Blake, this is Mary.

Blake holds his hand out to Mary who just stares

at it as a vegetarian might stare at a piece of

bacon.

MARY

Uh... Hi.

Blake withdraws his hand.

MARY

Edgar, why is it still staring at me?

BLAKE

Sorry, I just...

MARY

Awe, shut it. Been busy tonight?

EDGAR

Not really, no. Few scraggly lookin’ bastards.

MARY

Fun.

Should switch to a more Cage the Elephant style

soundtrack.

(CONTINUED)
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MARY

So there Blake, are you an XBox or a PS3 man?

Blake starts to answer, and then Mary interrupts

him.

MARY

Star Wars or Star Trek?

Same.

MARY

The Stones or the Beatles? Kurk or Picard? Harry Potter

of Lord of the Rings? Basically Blake, what I’m asking

is are you one of us or are you one of them?

BLAKE

Them?

MARY

The idiots. The guy who shows up everyday and looks up

reviews of every movie in the bargain bin. The guy who

comes every night wearing his high school mascot

costume. The people who work here during the day.

BLAKE

Well--

EDGAR

I believe she gave me exactly the same speech when we

first met.

MARY

Shut up.

BLAKE

I don’t understand any of what you said, but I do own

an XBox.

There is a pause here.

MARY

Noob, you’re not half bad.

BLAKE

My name is Blake.

He holds out his hand once again.

MARY

No, you’re noob.

He takes his hand back again.

(CONTINUED)
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BLAKE

And how long does that last exactly?

MARY

Until someone noobier than you comes along.

BLAKE

Okay then.

There’s a long pause.

BLAKE

So how do you like the job anyway?

MARY

Meh. It’s not bad once you get here, but it sucks going

to work.

EDGAR

That’s exactly the same as any other job, sister.

MARY

Nah, I’ve had worse jobs. And have been fired from them

all, I might add.

BLAKE

Example?

MARY

I worked at a library before this.

EDGAR

Were you like the sexy librarian type? Cause I could

totally see that.

MARY

I was 14, asshole.

EDGAR

And how do you get fired from a library anyway?

Mary looks annoyed.

MARY

Basically, I got pulled into the main office after

about 6 months of working there--

EDGAR

Ooo, main office, must be serious.

MARY

Shut up. Anyway, I get pulled in to talk to my boss,

and she just stares at me for a good minute and half.

(MORE)

(CONTINUED)
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MARY (cont’d)
Finally she asks me how I’ve been doing putting away

books. I tell her I’m doing pretty well. She tells me

that I put books away a lot slower than anyone else who

works there. So I tell her why, I say "Ya, every once

and a while, I’ll look at the back of one of them or

maybe even read a bit". And she just gives me this

little troll librarian look, and just says "Oh, we

don’t ’read’ here at the library". And BANG.

Blake and Edgar look on in disbelief.

BLAKE

Oh my god, she shot you?!

MARY

No, idiot. She fired me, there on the spot.

Mary looks rather bitter.

MARY

I stole her stapler.

A customer walks in the side.

BLAKE

Hey, can I give you a hand?

CUSTOMER

Yea, I am looking for a CD of a song I heard on the

radio.

BLAKE

Cool. What’s the name of the band?

CUSTOMER

You know, I really didn’t catch it.

BLAKE

What’s the name of the song?

CUSTOMER

I knew it... Something about a door or something...

Blake looks back at Mary as if asking for advice.

Mary shrugs.

BLAKE

Could you hum a bit of it, sing some of the lyrics or

something?
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CUSTOMER

You know what, I just really cannot carry a tune so

that probably would not be too much help.

BLAKE

Okay, well, we’ll just call the radio station, they

keep a playlist or something that we can--

CUSTOMER

Don’t know the station.

BLAKE

Listen man, you’re not really givin me much to go on

here, I mean--

The customer absolutely flips his shit.

CUSTOMER

WHAT DO YOU MEAN, ISN’T THIS YOUR JOB?! ALL YOU

INCOMPETENT TEENAGERS, RUNNING THE WHOLE DAMN WORLD!

He continues to rant, and Mary and Edgar just

laugh their their asses off. Customer notices

this, and stops suddenly.

CUSTOMER

IS THERE SOMETHING FUNNY ABOUT THE WAY I SPEAK, JERK

OFF?! IS THERE SOME HIDDEN HILARITY BEHIND MY

PREDICAMENT?!

MARY

There’s is no way we can possibly help you. Don’t know

the title, the band, the words, the melody, you don’t

know the song, you don’t like the song, you don’t

deserve to buy the song, okay?

The customer is furious.

CUSTOMER

I’LL SHOW YOU THE MELODY YOU SMARTY ASS LITTLE PUNK!

YOU WANNA TRY AND PUSH ME AROUND SOME MORE? WELL, MAKE

MY DAY PUNK, MAKE MY GODDAMN DAY! I NEED THIS CD! I

NEED IT, I WANT MY GODDAMN, MOTHERFU-- Oh, there it is.

He grabs a CD off of the rack and walks off stage.

Blake and Mary stand there in shock while Edgar

laughs his ass off.

EDGAR

Sorry, what CD did he grab?

(CONTINUED)
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BLAKE

Ummm... The Micheal Buble Christmas album.

MARY

See. Now he was one of them. Wanna go smoke a

cigarette?

BLAKE

I don’t smoke.

MARY

Neither do I. Wanna go?

BLAKE

Ummm... Sure...?

Edgar does a purposely loud stage whisper.

EDGAR

Don’t be too long. You know, man and a woman... Outside

together, alone at 3 in the morning with no easily

identifiable romantic interest in this night yet...

MARY

Shut up. Let’s go.

Blake and Mary walk forward and sit on the edge of

the stage, the curtain closing behind them.

MARY

So why don’t you smoke?

BLAKE

I dunno. It’s just never really... Appealed to me, I

guess.

MARY

Oh, I see how you mean... I pretend to. For some

reason, at some jobs you can only go for a break if you

smoke, it’s weird.

BLAKE

So why don’t you just smoke?

MARY

My mom had lung cancer when I was little. It’s not an

experience I’m looking to duplicate.

BLAKE

Oh... Sorry...

(CONTINUED)
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MARY

Don’t worry about it. It comes up, I’m used to it by

now.

BLAKE

Okay.

There’s a long period of awkward silence.

MARY

This the only place you’ve worked?

BLAKE

Yep.

MARY

I don’t understand that. Isn’t it boring?

BLAKE

Well, yea. But it’s easy.

MARY

What’s easy is never fun.

BLAKE

No... But it’s easy.

Another pause.

BLAKE

So where have you worked?

MARY

(said very quickly)

Co-op, Sobeys, Wal-Mart, Home Hardware, Verns Pizza,

Domino’s Pizza, Boston Pizza twice, HMV, Esso, 7-11,

Co-op gas station, Husky, assorted landscaping

companies, Chili’s, Hooters--

BLAKE

You worked at Hooters?

MARY

I actually just tossed that in to see if you’d notice.

BLAKE

Okay... Well, you can keep going.

MARY

You know, I don’t think we have enough time.

(CONTINUED)
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BLAKE

Fair enough. See, I don’t understand how you do that.

MARY

Do what?

BLAKE

Switching between jobs so quickly. I mean, don’t you

miss people?

MARY

Of course I do. But it’s more important that I don’t

get too comfortable.

BLAKE

Ya, I just don’t understand.

MARY

Cause then it’s just that much harder to try and

improve your quality of life. If your comfortable

achieving mediocrity, what’s the point of life?

BLAKE

What’s the point of trying if you have no idea what to

try at?

MARY

But I do.

BLAKE

Ah, that’s where me and you differ. What do you wanna

do?

MARY

I’m gonna make a record.

BLAKE

Like... A musician?

MARY

No, a standup comedian. Yes, a musician. Idiot.

BLAKE

Sorry bout that.

MARY

And I assume that’s why you’ve been working here all

your working life.

BLAKE

Why?

(CONTINUED)
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MARY

Cause you don’t know what else to do.

BLAKE

That and my parents basement is very comfortable. And

I’m fat and lazy and can you please just get off my

back?

MARY

Okay there sourpuss.

BLAKE

Christ. I think I’m done my cigarette.

MARY

Wanna head back in?

BLAKE

Yes I do.

They stand up, but Mary stops Blake before the

curtain opens again.

MARY

Listen, you wanna know why Edgar still works here?

Cause he can’t do anything more with his life that sit

on his couch all night eating cheerios and playing

World of Warcraft. Difference is, he never had any

potential. You seem to be different. Don’t screw it up.

Pause.

MARY

Now, that is the only nice thing I will say to ever

again. Get your ass inside.

The curtain opens again. Edgar is sitting there

pointing a gun at two guys in ski masks.

EDGAR

See, now isn’t this far more effective?

CUSTOMER

It really is.

MARY

Edgar, what in the holy hell are you doing?

EDGAR

They tried to hold me up, they sucked at it though.

They were using a cap gun, I was showing them how to

cover up that fact.

(CONTINUED)
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MARY

Get outta here guys.

CUSTOMER

Can do. Thanks Edgar.

EDGAR

Hope it helps. Myles. Nick. See ya around.

They book it off, whilst arguing. As soon as

they’ve left, Mary slaps Edgar on the head.

EDGAR

Ow...

MARY

Are you stupid?

EDGAR

It’s not like I’ll ever get fired anyway.

Edgar takes a massive bite out of an apple.

MARY

SO Edgar, Blake tell you bout all of his problems?

EDGAR

No he most certainly did not.

BLAKE

Jesus Mary, lay off already--

MARY

Here’s all I’m saying Blake. Live your life so that you

feel good. Who cares if your mom feels good about the

path you’ve taken, who cares if your girlfriend

approves or your life? Thing is, as great as living

free and easy might seem, really think about this.

Minimum wage only gets you so far.

EDGAR

And yet I, the prodigal son, drive the Charger...

MARY

Ya? How much debt you rack up on that one?

Edgar mumbles evasively, makes vague gestures and

turns away.

MARY

You are here to enjoy yourself, but you gotta be smart.

Just cause you’re having a good time, does NOT mean you

have to be an idiot. It’s not just about the question,

(MORE)
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MARY (cont’d)
"Am I having a good time," it’s about the question,

"could I be having a better time?"

Edgar shakes his head, pushing Mary away from

Blake and begins speaking.

EDGAR

Here’s the thing. It’s too awesome making minimum wage

and living free and easy to have a problem with

anything that you just said. Blake, you just gotta live

for the burst of immediate pleasure. You want a

cigarette? You come over here, and you pull the

cigarette out of my mouth and you smoke that shit.

Girlfriends? Pfft. For the weak. There’s no fun in

that, no REAL pleasure. What I do? I go to the bar,

every weekend, get a girl, bring her home, and NEVER

call her OR send flowers. Cause I’m a asshole, and it

feels GREAT. Its your life, you live it for you, you

live it all for--

MARY

What is this, the advice column of the newspaper? Go

watch a Pixar movie, they’ll at least teach you

something more about ethics.

EDGAR

Disney is conservative mind control for the youth of

yesterday.

MARY

What are you talking about, I loved Finding Nemo!

EDGAR

Man, screw Nemo! You know where Nemo is now? He’s a

junkie, he’s living in his mom’s basement in the

anemone, and he’s still riding on that manta ray’s back

at 43 years old! And that’s what will happen.

MARY

Nemo’s mom is dead man. She’s dead.

Long awkward pause.

EDGAR

Wait, what?

BLAKE

At the beginning of the movie... The barracuda... Eats

Nemo’s mom...
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EDGAR

Oh yea... Right... Man, I cried at that part...

Long, awkward, and sad pause.

EDGAR

Listen man. What I’m saying is this. You could be Nemo.

You could live gimpy finned in the anemone all your

life. Or, you go out, you touch the butt, you have a

frickin adventure man! That’s the life you wanna live!

MARY

Okay, well here’s what I’m saying. Do something with

your life. Don’t just be Edgar.

EDGAR

Asshole. Anyway, Mary, we headin’ home?

MARY

Sure.

EDGAR

Wait... You two are....

EDGAR

Married.

MARY

NO WE AREN’T, GET THE HELL AWAY FROM ME.

EDGAR

Anyway, I’ll see ya later bro. And it was nice meeting

you. And Alex is in soon. So somebody will be here to

give you a hand.

MARY

Oh... You’re working with Alex?

BLAKE

I guess.

MARY

You thought I was harsh, just wait. She will tear you

to pieces.

EDGAR

Tell the boss I got sick and had to go home.

MARY

Yea, and tell him I quit and I hate his guts. We cool?

(CONTINUED)
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BLAKE

I guess...

They walk off. Blake walks over to the counter.

Pops open an energy drink, and begins to chug.

Scene 3 - Super-Ego, to the Rescue

A woman, dressed smartly and with a disapproving

look on her face, enters left, to Blake’s back.

Blake continues to chug, loudly, not noticing.

ALEX

Blake?

Blake jolts in surprise, spraying his drink,

coughing and spluttering. He attempts to recover

quickly and faces Alex, try to look nonchalant,

placing the bottle behind him.

BLAKE

Yes, I am Blake, HA HA HA. Yes. Hello there, uh. Ma’am.

Alex, right?

His laugh is abrupt and too loud, awkward. Alex

peers at his drink, which he swiftly and rather

obviously leans over to cover. She looks annoyed.

Blake turns away from her gaze to suddenly peer,

perplexed, out into the audience. He raises a hand

to point somewhere out there, as if convinced

there is something strange just out of sight.

Alex, dubious, looks out to the audience. This

gives Blake enough time to elbow his drink into

the trash can next to the counter. Alex looks back

at him. He shrugs. They hold each others gaze.

Alex breaks the tension by removing her coat,

displaying a employee’s uniform underneath. Blake

straightens and appears confused.

ALEX

Is there a problem?

Blake still looks unsure of something. Alex sighs.

ALEX

No, I’m not a manager.

Blake dives for his drink in the trash and

retrieves it, holding it with reverence. He uncaps

it and begins to drink while Alex throws her coat

somewhere and moves back to the counter, stage

left. She looks at him as he begins to drink

again.
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ALEX

Pop makes you fat.

Surprised again, Blake spews once more. Through

the hacking and wheezing, Blake speaks.

BLAKE

What!?

ALEX

Pop. It makes you fat. Pretty simple sentence. If you

need help staying awake, I suggest jumping jacks or

other activities to increase heart rate.

Blake frowns at her, looks down at the bottle, and

decides its not worth it. He tosses it in the

trash. He stands for a moment, while she begins

work writing things down on a clipboard.

BLAKE

Mary and Edgar just left.

ALEX

Yes... They are still supposed to be here, but of

course they’d leave early...

BLAKE

Not fans of theirs?

ALEX

I just always find myself being stuck with the task of

keeping them in line.

She returns to writing. Awkward pause. Alex looks

back again sharply.

ALEX

What is with you, anyways?

BLAKE

Who, me?

ALEX

(sweetly)

I’m sorry, I was speaking to the nice invisible man

standing in the corner. (Pissed suddenly) YES, of

COURSE I mean you!

BLAKE

Well, what do you mean? What IS with me?
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ALEX

(very quickly)

Alright. If you insist. Where to begin? You are a

self-centered, ignorant snob who is lazy, insecure and

filled with this misguided sense of self pity, which

goes to show through your terrible hygiene and weak

social skills. You seem to have this vague,

irrepressible feeling that world has conspired to play

some cruel trick on you, and that you can blame

whatever problems you have on lousy parenting and just

plain bad luck. Sound familiar?

BLAKE

How...?

Blake is stunned.

ALEX

I get feelings about people.

Blake laughs suddenly, this time a natural one. He

shakes his head in disbelief.

BLAKE

Wow. Feelings, huh? Jesus.

ALEX

Yes. How did I do?

BLAKE

Well... Yeah, I guess it does sound familiar.

ALEX

...So?

Blake looks at her questioningly.

ALEX

What. Is. With. You?

BLAKE

I... Well, I guess I’m stuck.

She gives an encouraging nod.

BLAKE

Look, I’ve known you for a running total of (checks

watch) 4 minutes now. I’m not going to dump all of my

problems on you, that’s not what I do.

ALEX

You don’t want to talk to me about your life?
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BLAKE

Well, no offense but... no, not really. It’s a horrible

cliche that lazy writers use when they can’t have these

things come up organically.

ALEX

Admittedly some formats don’t allow for that use of

time. And who else are you gonna talk to, your rabbi?

Alex looks at him expectantly. Blake hesitates,

looking reluctant, then sighs, giving up.

BLAKE

Alright, what do you want me to do?

ALEX

Maybe sit. Then... Just talk. I’ll be working, but I’ll

be listening, too.

BLAKE

Okay...

ALEX

Go ahead.

BLAKE

I just feel like... Well, like I’m stuck here. You

know, your entire school life you’ve been funneled

along by rules and regulations, and every step of the

way your told exactly what to think and when to think

it. You hit highschool and suddenly you have options...

But each choice is carefully outlined for you,

summarized in plain English: Where each path will take

you, what each path will teach you, why you should or

shouldn’t take any given direction. Every day people

tell you that the future is waiting, plan for the

future, be ready for the future, save money, study

harder, work smarter, and BAM. You graduate.

He pauses for breath.

BLAKE

Suddenly, your future is here. Right here. Right now...

Well? What then? This moment... This moment that you’ve

been preparing 12 years for is right before you,

staring you in the face, holding a gun to your head,

shaking you, saying "speak now or forever hold your

peace!"

Imitating the shaking motion, then noticing Alex’s

arched eyebrow, he drops his hands.
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BLAKE

I froze. I... I said "maybe next time," and stepped

back. I couldn’t do it. I... I couldn’t do it.

He puts his hands on the counter and lowers his

head a little.

ALEX

Where would you go? What would you do?

BLAKE

Well... If I could follow some advice from.. a

friend... then... I guess life’s too short to worry. At

least I have a job, a family that cares for me. That

counts for something.

ALEX

So, what? You leech off of your parents, live in their

basement rent-free while you work night shifts at a

small-town department store? Don’t you have ANY

aspirations higher than that? Did all those years teach

you NOTHING?

BLAKE

Well what do I do then? What’s the alternative?

Blake looks at her. There is a very long pause, as

Alex contemplates the different things she could

say. She finally starts to speak, calmly.

ALEX

Have you ever heard of Sigmund Freuds levels of the

unconscious?

BLAKE

Do I seem like the type of guy who would have?

ALEX

Admittedly, no. Basically, your unconscious is divided

into 3 parts. There is the id, which is there solely

for immediate pleasure. Sex, food, you name it. It does

what it wants. There’s the ego, very similar yet

slightly different. It forces us to look at the world

more carefully, and to plan long term, but most

importantly, it wants to find a way to realistically

achieve a way of getting the same pleasure that id has.

It does what it can get away with. Lastly, there’s the

super-ego, which moralizes and keeps the other two in

check. Differentiates between right and wrong. Does

what is right.

There is a long-ish pause.
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ALEX

Basically, you can do three things Blake. Three. You

can either do what you want, you can do what you can

get away with, or you can do what’s right. But there’s

no way of doing all three. Trust me on this, and

understand that if one thing goes unheard all of

tonight, let it be this: it doesn’t matter which you

choose. What matters is that you make that choice.

Long pause.

BLAKE

Man... It reeks like the end of the Breakfast Club in

here...

ALEX

Speaking of breakfast, I really should go home and cook

some for my kids...

BLAKE

What? It’s not even midnight yet!

She looks at him strangely.

ALEX

It’s 6:30, Blake. Your shift’s almost over, huh?

She speaks as she pulls on her coat again. doing

up the last button, she looks out to the audience.

She smiles.

ALEX

Huh. Looks like it’s going to be a beautiful sunrise.

They look out into the audience for another few

seconds, then Alex looks back at Blake.

ALEX

Happy New Years, kid.

She leaves stage left. He watches her go. Checks

his watch.

BLAKE

Yay... 2013... We made it past the apocalypse...

After a second, whistling and footsteps can be

heard, coming towards Blake. He snaps, almost to

attention. His manager Rob walks in, carrying

coffee and looking over peppy. He does a Fonzy

greeting to Blake, who weekly returns it, giving a

strained smile.
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ROB

Howdy, Blake. How was the shift?

BLAKE

...Enlightening.

ROB

Good stuff, so glad to hear it... Hey listen, I noticed

you hadn’t signed up for shift next week. Not planning

on quitting on us, are ya? Huh, ya?

BLAKE

Um...

A moment too long of a pause. Then Blake beams at

Rob.

BLAKE

No, no. Of course not. Grab me the signup paper, would

ya?

ROB

Alright, that’s what I like to hear! Lemme grab it for

ya bud.

He gives Blake a strong slap on the shoulder. Rob

hands Blake a clipboard.

ROB

And here: You can even use my favorite pen to sign! A

rare priveledge, I assure you. Just drop the paper off

in my office when you’re done!

Rob starts to walk away, then Blake remembers

something.

BLAKE

Oh hey, Rob?

ROB

Ya, buddy?

BLAKE

Ummm... Edgar wanted me to tell you he went home sick.

And uh... Mary said she quit... And Alex did the full

inventory, I guess...

ROB

Who?

BLAKE

Mary, Edgar? Alex just left, you missed her.
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ROB

Never heard of em. They doesn’t work for us, anyways.

BLAKE

Wait, what?

ROB

No one by those names work for us.

BLAKE

What about Alex?

ROB

(Blows air through his lips, effectively

spitting all over Blake and flapping his

lips)

Nothing. OH WAIT! (checks the sheet) Nevermind, that’s

a Wendy. And she only works day. Were you tryin to pull

a fast one on me there, Blake? Ha, ha! Get that sheet

to me right away, will ya?

Rob exits, slapping Blake on the shoulder once

again. Blake looks down at the paper and pen. He

picks up the pen and clicks it. He moves his hand

down to the paper to sign, but hesitates.

He straightens. Looks down at the pen. Puts it

down on the table slowly. He turns his head up to

the audience, towards the ’sunrise’. Smiles.

BLAKE

What a nice sunrise... Yep. It’s going to be a

beautiful day.

Close the curtain.

THE END.


